Effect of voice onset time (VOT), stop burst and vowel on the perception of voicing in Hebrew stops: preliminary results.
Very few studies investigated systematically the acoustic cues for the perception of voicing stops in Hebrew. Voicing is characterized by several parameters of which the voice onset time (VOT) was found to be the primary cue for its perception. There are, however, other known acoustic cues to voicing such as transition to the first formant (F1) and the initial burst. The purpose of the present study was to measure the relative weighting of these various acoustic cues in the perception of Hebrew voicing, using the conflicting cues paradigm. Thirteen adults with normal hearing participated in this study. Stimuli consisted of one pair of meaningful words that differ in the voicing of the initial stop. Four different continua were constructed from the pair of natural stimuli. The first two consisted of the voiced burst combined with the vowel that was truncated from the consonant-vowel combination (where the consonant was voiced or voiceless). The remaining two continua consisted of the voiceless burst combined with the same truncated vowels. For each stimulus, a VOT continuum was created varying from -40 to +40 ms in 10 ms segments. Subjects were tested using a two alternative forced choice labeling procedure. The percent of responses to each stimulus of each VOT continuum (/b-p/) was calculated for each individual and combination. The results show that each acoustic cue contributed to the perception of initial voicing in Hebrew: (1) When the stimulus was constructed from the voiced cues, positive VOT values were needed for the voice/voiceless distinction; (2) when the stimulus was constructed from the voiceless cues, negative VOT values were needed for the voicing distinction; and (3) when the stimulus was constructed from voiced and voiceless cues, intermediate VOT values were needed for the voicing distinction. These results provide initial information regarding the relative effect of the acoustic cues in the perception of Hebrew stop voicing.